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ABSTRACT: To mimic photolyase for efficient repair of
UV-damaged DNA, numerous biomimetic systems have
been synthesized, but all show low repair efficiency. The
molecular mechanism of this low-efficiency process is still
poorly understood. Here we report our direct mapping of
the repair processes of a flavin−thymine dimer adduct with
femtosecond resolution. We followed the entire dynamic
evolution and observed direct electron transfer (ET) from
the excited flavin to the thymine dimer in 79 ps. We
further observed two competitive pathways, productive
dimer ring splitting within 435 ps and futile back-ET in 95
ps. Our observations reveal that the underlying mechanism
for the low repair quantum yield of flavin−thymine dimer
adducts is the short-lived excited flavin moiety and the fast
dynamics of futile back-ET without repair.

One of the detrimental effects of UV radiation on the
biosphere is the formation of cyclobutane pyrimidine

dimers (CPDs), which causes DNA damage and can lead to
skin cancer. Photolyase is a photoenzyme that is responsible for
repairing UV-damaged DNA in many organisms.1 In our recent
studies on Escherichia coli CPD photolyase,2,3 we captured the
radical intermediates and revealed the electron-transfer (ET)
mechanism in DNA repair. Upon excitation with blue light,
CPD photolyase, a flavin-containing enzyme, transfers an
electron from the isoalloxazine ring of cofactor FADH− to the
dimer. The cyclobutane ring then splits spontaneously, with
subsequent electron return to restore the active form of
cofactor FADH−. The DNA repair by photolyase is very
efficient, with a quantum yield of 0.80−0.95.1,3 Numerous
biomimetic systems have been synthesized to mimic the repair
function, but all have shown low repair efficiency, for example,
0.016−0.062 for flavin−thymine dimer systems4,5 and 0.06−
0.40 for indole−thymine dimer systems.6,7 The molecular
mechanisms of these low-efficiency processes have not been
understood.8,9 Here we report our direct mapping of the repair
processes in a biomimetic flavin−thymine dimer adduct by
following the temporal evolution of reactants and intermediates
using femtosecond spectroscopy. By capturing the complete
repair photocycle and comparing it to that of CPD photolyase,
we can understand how CPD photolyase achieves its high
repair efficiency.
Instead of simply using a solution mixture of thymine dimer

and flavin, we employed a covalent linkage between the
lumiflavin (LF) and thymine dimer (T<>T) to hold the flavin

photosensitizer and dimer together (Figure 1). The oxidized
flavin−thymine dimer adduct (LF−T<>T) was synthesized,

purified, and characterized as described previously.5 The fully
reduced flavin−thymine dimer (LFH−−T<>T) and the fully
reduced flavin (FMNH−) were generated from 350 μM
oxidized samples through chemical reduction10 with 250 mM
sodium borohydride in 12.5 mM phosphate buffer (pH 8.5)
under anaerobic conditions. Complete reduction was confirmed
by both the UV−vis absorption and, more importantly, the
fluorescence spectrum, which contained a single emission peak,
indicating a single species without a mixture of different redox
flavins. The molecular structures of LFH−−T<>T and LFH−

are highlighted in pink and blue, respectively, in the left inset of
Figure 1. The absorption and emission spectra of fully reduced
FMNH− in solution are shown in the right inset of Figure 1.
The absorption spectrum is consistent with the results of
previous studies,4,11 and the emission spectrum is similar to that
in our earlier report on FADH−* emission.12 Upon 360 nm
excitation, we observed weak fluorescence emission peaked at
435 nm for fully reduced FMNH−. More importantly, we
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Figure 1. Femtosecond-resolved fluorescence transients of reduced
FMNH− and LFH−−T<>T gated at 450 nm upon 325 nm excitation.
The molecular structures of LFH−−T<>T and LFH− are highlighted in
pink and blue, respectively, in the left inset. The right inset shows the
absorption and emission spectra (360 nm excitation) of reduced
FMNH−. The two arrows indicate the pump wavelength (λpu) and
gated fluorescence emission wavelength (λfl).
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observed the excitation-wavelength dependence of the emission
spectra.12 Also, the fluorescence intensity of fully reduced flavin
in solution is much weaker than that observed in photolyase,12

suggesting very different dynamic behaviors of fully reduced
flavin in the two environments (see below).
We first characterized the excited FMNH−* dynamics using

femtosecond-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. When the
weak FMNH−* emission at 450 nm was monitored, the
fluorescence transient in the absence of dimer exhibited
multiple decay dynamics with lifetimes (τd) of 5.8 ps (82%),
35 ps (16%), and 1.5 ns (2%), as shown in Figure 1. Such
multiple-decay dynamics reflects the ultrafast deactivation of
the excited FMNH−*.12 In contrast to excited FMNH−* in
solution, our previous studies2 showed the dynamics of the
excited FADH−* in photolyase to have a dominant long lifetime
of 1.3 ns and suggested that the butterfly bending of the
isoalloxazine ring is a critical motion that directly controls the
excited-state dynamics of fully reduced flavins.12 In solution,
free LFH− easily changes its conformation, whereas in the
proteins it is highly restricted, geometrically and electrostati-
cally. Thus, the more flexible the environment, the shorter the
excited-state lifetime of fully reduced flavin.
In the presence of the thymine dimer, the fluorescence

transient exhibits faster dynamics, indicating the presence of
another reaction channel, the ET reaction. The reduction
potential for flavin (FMNH•/FMNH−) is −0.172 V vs NHE,13

and that for thymine dimer (T<>T/T<>T−) is −1.96 V vs
NHE.14 Using the 500 nm absorption tail as the 0−0 transition
energy of 2.48 eV, we obtained a net ΔG° of −0.692 eV. Thus,
the intramolecular ET between the excited flavin and the
thymine dimer is energetically favorable. By considering the ET
reaction in each deactivation process of excited LFH−* (Figure
1), we obtained an ET dynamics lifetime (τET) of 79 ps. Thus,
the quantum yields of ET, calculated as τET

−1/(τET
−1 + τd

−1),
were found to be 0.068, 0.307, and 0.950, respectively, for the
three deactivation processes, giving a first-step ET quantum
yield (φET) of 0.124. In photolyase, even though the average
ET dynamics is slower (τET = 250 ps vs 79 ps), the long-lived
(1.3 ns) excited flavin (FADH−*) results in a much higher ET
quantum yield of ∼0.85.2,3,15,16 This observation reveals that
the ultrafast deactivation of the excited fully reduced flavin in all
biomimetic flavin−thymine dimer adducts already leads to a
low quantum yield in the first-step forward ET.
According to recent quantum-chemical calculations,8,9,17,18

the splitting of the C5−C5′ bond of the anionic thymine dimer
(T<>T−) is a downhill reaction that occurs in less than 1 ps
(τSP1), as indicated in Figure 2A. The C5−C5′ bond splitting in
photolyase was determined to occur in less than 10 ps.3,16 This
step was too fast to be observed here because the intermediate
could not be accumulated as a result of the long formation time
(79 ps). After the C5−C5′ ultrafast splitting, the reaction can
evolve along one of two pathways: (1) the nonproductive
pathway including back ET (τBET) and ring reclosure without
repair or (2) the repair channel including C6−C6′ bond
splitting (τSP2) and then electron return after repair (τER). On
the basis of our recent studies on thymine dimer repair by
photolyase using UV−vis detection, the C6−C6′ splitting is
decoupled from the electron return.3 For clarity, we here
describe the LFH• formed after the C5−C5′ bond splitting as
the initially formed LFH• (underlined in cyan in Figure 2A)
and the LFH• formed after the C6−C6′ bond splitting as the
branched LFH• (underlined in purple in Figure 2A).

With knowledge of the forward ET dynamics of LFH−*−
T<>T, we were able to map out the temporal evolution of
LFH• by probing at wavelengths from 580 to 710 nm to follow
the CPD repair. For example, we observed similar transients
upon probing at 580 and 625 nm, due to the capture of the
radical LFH• (blue curve in Figure 2B); these were drastically
different from that probed at 710 nm (Figure 2B). With
probing at 580 nm, we observed three different dynamic
components of LFH• (the kinetic fitting model is given in the
Supporting Information). The dominant one is from the
initially formed LFH•, with a decay dynamics lifetime of 78 ps
[(τSP2

−1 + τBET
−1)−1 in Figure 2A and dashed cyan curve in

Figure 2B]. In our recent studies of a indole−thymine dimer
adduct through transient absorption in the UV range, we
observed dimer splitting in 450 ps (τSP2) in aqueous solution.
Here, with probing at 580 nm, we obtained dimer splitting in
435 ps (τSP2) and back ET in 95 ps (τBET). Two minor LFH•

components from the branched LFH• were also observed
(dashed purple and lime-green curves in Figure 2B). For the
minor component with more than 85% of the total branched
LFH• signal, we observed formation mainly in τER = 23 ± 12 ps
and a complex decay (dashed purple curve in the Figure 2B
inset) mainly in ∼78 ps. The 23 ps lifetime is actually for the
electron return (ER) process. The slower formation and faster
decay result in apparent reverse kinetics and less LFH•

accumulation. The τER of 23 ps is for the ER from linked

Figure 2. (A) Repair scheme with forward ET (τET) after light
excitation, ultrafast first C5−C5′ bond splitting (τSP1), back ET (τBET)
and ring reclosure without repair, and the repair channel including
C6−C6′ bond splitting (τSP2) and electron return (τER). (B)
Femtosecond-resolved absorption signal of LFH−*−T<>T probed at
580 nm upon 325 nm excitation, with detection of both LFH−*−
T<>T (green curve; mainly probed at 710 nm) and LFH• (blue
curve). The total LFH• signal is from the one dominant contribution
of the initially formed LFH• (dashed cyan curve) and two minor
contributions of the branched LFH• in the repair channel (≥85%,
dashed purple; <15%, dashed lime-green). A minor plateau from the
deactivation channels in the 710 nm transient was removed for clarity.
The inset shows the dynamics of the two fitted minor channels.
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thymine T1 (Figure 1 inset) to LFH• to restore the active form
LFH−. The other minor component contributing less than 15%
exhibits a long plateau (dashed lime-green curve in the Figure
2B inset), indicating that the negative charge could stay in the
distant thymine T2, leading to a long-lived LFH•. With probing
at 710 nm, we observed the dominant LFH−* signal and a
minor LFH• signal with similar dynamics probed at 580 and
620 nm.
Knowing that the reduction potential for thymine base (T/

T−) is −1.90 V vs NHE,14 we obtained a net ΔG° of −1.728 eV
for ER. On the basis of the net ΔG° values and the rates of both
ET and ER, we estimate that the distance between the flavin
and the thymine dimer is ∼7 Å and that the reorganization
energy is ∼1.5 eV.16 Hence, the ET reaction lies in the Marcus
normal region and the ER reaction in the inverted region. Also,
the faster dynamics of ER in comparison with ET is due to a
low activation energy and might also be facilitated through hot
vibrational modes of the products.19−22 For back ET, because it
occurs along the splitting coordinate and its free energy is
greatly reduced during the splitting, the absolute value of the
net ΔG° should be much smaller than 1.788 eV (−1.96 eV +
0.172 eV = −1.788 eV).8,9 Thus, back ET probably lies in the
normal region with a small driving force,8,16 resulting in the
lifetime of 95 ps, which indicates that back ET is slower than
ET and ER.
The fast back ET of 95 ps in solution indicates a relatively

unstable charge-separated intermediate (LFH•−T<>T−), lead-
ing to a significant competition between ring splitting (435 ps)
and futile back ET. The efficiency of the dimer ring splitting
with ER is 0.179 [φSP = τBET/(τSP2 + τBET)]. Considering the
ET quantum yield of 0.124 (φET) acquired from the
fluorescence experiment, we obtained the total repair efficiency
of 0.022 (Φtotal = φETφSP) which is about one-third of the
reported value obtained from steady-state measurements
(0.062), but on the same order.4 Our observations reveal that
the underlying molecular mechanism for the low repair
quantum yield of all flavin−thymine dimer adducts is the
short-lived excited flavin and the fast dynamics of futile back
ET. In contrast, in CPD photolyase, the enzyme can utilize
geometric restriction and electrostatic interactions to confine
the flavin cofactor and lengthen its excited-state lifetime. This
long-lived cofactor could exist long enough to react with CPDs
to form a charge-separated intermediate and thus reach a high
ET quantum yield. Moreover, the active site stabilizes the
charge-separated intermediate in photolyase (>1 ns) and
speeds up the ring splitting, which occurs within 90 ps.3 Such
modulation of the dynamics leaves enough time to cleave the
ring, resulting in a high splitting efficiency. These two high-
efficiency processes lead to perfect repair of damaged DNA by
photolyase.
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